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August Math Lesson: Permutations  

(6th- 8th grade) 

Permutations 

We begin our study of probability with a seemingly innocent problem: 

 

Alice, Bob, Charles, and Damon must form a line. In how many distinct ways can 

they do so? 

 

Counting up possibilities (ABCD, ABDC, ACBD, ACDB, ADBC, ADCB …) can be 

tedious. However, we have counted all possibilities if Alice is at the start of the 

line. Since any of the four people can be at the front of the line, we multiply 6 by 

4 and find that there are 24 possible ways to line up. 

 

Sometimes, even the simpler method can be tedious. Say, for example the 

problem involved 7 people. Using a mathematical operation called the 

permutation, we find that there are 5040 (  ) lines possible and we would have 

had to count 720 of them. 

 

A permutation is a formula that gives you the number of ways that   objects can 

be chosen and arranged out of a group of   objects, given that order matters. The 

formula for this,                     is 
  

      
 where   is the total number of 

objects and   is the number of objects that must be arranged. 

 

Plugging the numbers from our initial problem into the       formula, we get 
  

      
 

  

  
    (Remember that 0! is 1). Our answer is 4! or 24.  
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The key thing to remember about permutations is that order matters. Another 

major portion of probability is about combinations, in which order doesn’t 

matter. When dealing with combinations, ABC is the same as BCA and different 

from DBA. One of the interesting concepts involving combinations is known as 

Pascal’s Triangle, named after Blaise Pascal, a famous mathematician. 

 

Often times, we are interested in the probability of a certain event happening and 

combinations provide an interesting formula called the binomial theorem of 

probability as well as a binomial theorem for expanding exponential equations. 

 

Although permutations have much less information to deal with, learning about 

permutations can be somewhat confusing at first. However, learning about 

permutations is essential to mastering the art of probability and a field known as 

combinatorics, which delves deeply into probability using permutations and 

combinations. 

 

Enjoy your summer! Keep solving! 
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